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Abstract:  Bacterial efflux pumps are conserved, widespread active export proteins, many of which can 

provide multidrug resistance. In diderm bacteria, two different efflux pump structural types — single-

component inner membrane efflux pumps and cell envelope-spanning multicomponent systems — 

cooperatively export antimicrobials with cytoplasmic targets from the cell. These efflux pumps also 

display a diverse range of physiological functions that have impacts on bacterial metabolism. Harnessing 

a recently developed efflux platform, which is built upon an extensively efflux-deficient strain of 

Escherichia coli, I explored functional interplay amongst a panel of diverse E. coli efflux pumps and 

investigated the effect of efflux pump gene expression on growth utilizing different sole carbon sources 

under nutrient-limited conditions. With regards to efflux pump interplay, the expression of two efflux 

pump-encoding genes from the same structural type did not enhance resistance levels regardless of the 

antimicrobial compound tested. In contrast, a combination of tripartite efflux systems with single-

component pumps that share common substrates provided multiplicative increases to antimicrobial 

resistance levels. When studying the impact of efflux pumps on fitness under nutrient-limited conditions, 

efflux deficiency decreased growth when glycerol or fructose was used as the sole carbon source. This 

growth defect was mitigated by the expression of specific tripartite efflux pumps, but also by 

supplementation with zinc chloride, suggesting that efflux pumps may play a significant role in 

metallophore export under nutrient-restricted conditions. In summary, this research identified both 

interactions between specific efflux pumps and the effects of individual efflux pumps on fitness, 

suggesting that individual efflux pumps represent complex components of bacterial homeostasis. 
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